Recently, the popularity of 3D content is on the rise because of its immersive experience to viewers. While demands for 3D contents and 3D technologies increase, only a few copyright protection methods for 3D contents have been proposed. The simplest infringement is the illegal distribution of the single 2D image from 3D content. The leaked image is still valuable as 2D content and the leakage can be occurred in DIBR system. To detect the leaked image, we focus on the hole-filled region which is caused by the hole-filling procedure mandatory in DIBR system. To estimate the hole-filled regions, two different procedures are conducted to extract edges and to estimate 3D warping traces, respectively. After that, the hole-filled regions are estimated and the left-right-eye image discrimination (LR discrimination) is also conducted. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method using quantitative measures.
Introduction
As digital contents have been developed, the popularity of 3D content is on the rise because it provides an immersive experience to viewers by showing each slightly different image to each human eye. The demands for 3D content have been increased rapidly since the representative 3D film Avata had been released and the development in the 3D display accelerates the opportunity to experience 3D contents. While the 3D contents are developed rapidly, only a few copyright protection methods for 3D contents have been proposed. The simplest copyright infringement in 3D contents is the illegal distribution of the single 2D image leaked from 3D contents. This infringement is feasible because the 2D image itself is still valuable as a 2D content.
In this paper, we propose a method to detect the single image leaked from the 3D content. Specifically, we focus on detecting the single image leaked from depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) which is the representative 3D content format. The images, which are generated by DIBR that utilizes both the center image and the depth image, should have holes inside. Because the holes make viewers bother watching the 3D contents, holefilling algorithm is conducted to cover the holes. As a result, the hole-filled regions leave trails by the operations of the hole-filling process. We focus on the hole-filled regions to detect the single image from DIBR. The characteristics of the hole-filled region are analyzed and utilized to detect the hole-filed regions. Even more, we classify the given image as the left-eye image or right-eye image. By exploiting that, we can help other method to protect 3D content copyright including watermarking detection.
The rest of this paper is structured as follow. Section 2 introduces the background and related works. In Section 3, our proposed method is described in detail. After that, experimental results are exhibited in Section 4 and Section 5.
Background and Related Works
3D depth can be perceived by binocular disparity. To introduce the 3D depth perception for human, 3D contents contains two slightly different images for left and right human eyes. Because 3D contents have two images, different formats compared to the formats of traditional 2D image are used to store the 3D contents. 3D contents are usually stored (or produced) in two representative formats. One, which is called stereo image rendering (SIR), is to store left and right images which are simultaneously taken for a scene. This method provides the high quality view because of two fine views for both left and right eyes. However, the recording process for the fine quality requires high costs to set the configurations of two different cameras such as same height, brightness and the tone of color. Furthermore, the depth configuration is fixed and the bandwidth for the transmission is doubled compared to the traditional TV broadcast system.
Another representative 3D content format is DIBR. This format stores the center image and the gray-level depth map for the same scene. Both left and right images are created from the 3D warping process which requires the center image and the corresponding depth map as inputs. The DIBR provides several advantages compared to SIR. It requires less transmission bandwidth because of the highly compress-able depth map and the individualized depth configuration which can be provided by adjusting the depth map. Also, the center view of the DIBR-format provides the backward-compatibility to the traditional 2D TV broadcasting system. Figure 1 depicts the process of the DIBR. Once the center image and the gray-level depth are given, the 3D horizontal warping process is conducted. It warps pixels in the center image to the horizontal shifted points in the newly generated left and right images. The basic warping process is described below [1] :
Here, L x and R x are the x -coordinates after the 3D warping process from the original coordinate x of the center image and x t is the baseline distance. Z is the relative depth calculated by ( )
where near Z and far Z are the depth value of front side and backside of the screen. d is the depth value of the corresponding to the pixel of the center image. The range of the depth value is from 0 to 255. Low depth values indicate that the corresponding pixel is far from the viewers and high depth values indicate that the corresponding pixel is close to the viewers.
After the 3D warping process is conducted, holes appear in the newly generated left and right images. The hole is a group of the pixels where none of the center image pixels is warped because of the occluded parts. To fill these holes, various hole-filling algorithms were proposed: constant color hole-filling [2] , horizontal interpolation hole-filling [3] , in-painting hole-filling, extrapolation hole-filling [4] , and mode selection [5] .
While various 3D image techniques have been developed, only several 3D image forensics techniques, which protect the copyright and the integrity of 3D digital contents, have been proposed. Reference [6] proposed a method to detect the non-stereoscopic to stereoscopic splicing forgery by exploiting that non-stereoscopic image has no depth information. Reference [7] proposed a method to identify source 3D camera from SIR images by utilizing minimum average correlation filter to synthesize the photo-response non-uniformity estimated from left-eye and right-eye images. Reference [8] proposed a method to detect resampling factor of 3D images for DIBR by exploiting the resample factors of center and depth images are same. Reference [9] proposed a method to detect the single image leaked from DIBR system by analyzing horizontal neighboring pixels. This method and our proposed method have the same goal to achieve. Thus, we compare the test results of two schemes in the experimental results section. Figure 2 depicts the overall process of the proposed method. The upper line shows the process of extracting 3D warping traces and the lower line shows the process of the edge extraction. The reasons why the proposed method is split into two processes below: 1) Depth map is dependent on the objects of the center image.
Proposed Method
As shown in Figure 1 , the depth map is correlated to the object of the corresponding center image. Most holes appear when a certain object is horizontally shifted by the wide interval and the neighboring objects (including backgrounds) were horizontally shifted by the narrow interval. It makes the holes appear horizontally adjacent to the edges of the objects. Therefore, the false positive detection ratio of the 3D warping traces can be reduced using the relation of the edges and the 3D warping traces.
2) The direction of the horizontal shift depends on the destination image.
As shown in Equation (1), the horizontal shifting direction of an object depends on the destination image. For example, if the destination image is left-eye (right-eye) image, the objects in the center image is shifted to the right (left) direction. By exploiting it, the given image is determined whether it is the left-eye image or the righteye image.
The 3D warping traces and the edge groups are estimated from a suspicious image. Then, by matching them, the warping traces which are related to the edges are detected as the hole-filled regions. Also, the given image can be determined whether it is the left-eye image or the right-eye image. The details of the proposed method are explained as follow subsections.
Edge Extraction Procedure

Edge Extraction
First, a given image is converted into a gray-scale image. To detect the edges, 2 different horizontal first derivative 3 3 × filters were used. first derivative filters. Brighter regions are the edges in the figures. Then, thresholding is conducted for binarization. Figure 3(c) shows the result of the binarization.
Edge Refinement
In this step, the estimated edges are refined. The false positive edges and the edges which would not belong to the shifted objects are removed. The areas of the objects in the center image are broad and it makes the area of the edges from the objects be broader than those of other simple edges. To small edges, the estimated edges are grouped using 8-way connected components. If the size of a group is smaller than a certain threshold, it is removed. The threshold is set as 15 empirically. Figure 3(d) shows the result of the edge refinement. The refined edges are regrouped using 8-way connected components. By matching edge groups and the 3D warping traces, the hole-filled regions are estimated and the clue for the LR discrimination is provided.
3D Warping Trace Estimation
Horizontal Derivative
To detect the 3D warping trace, the hole-filled regions analysis is preceded. As explained in Section 2, the generated images from DIBR contain the hole-filled regions. Most hole-filling algorithms utilize the horizontal interpolation due to the characteristics that the objects in the center image are shifted in the horizontal direction. Thus, pixels in the hole-filled regions are correlated with horizontal neighboring pixels. To detect the horizontal correlation, 3 3 × second derivative filter is used.
Equation (3) describes the derivative filter used in the proposed method. It only handles its own horizontal directions. Figure 4(b) shows the result of the horizontal filtering of Figure 3(a) . Figure 4(a) presents the ground truth hole-filled regions. As Figures 4(a) and (b) show, the most parts of the hole-filled regions are dark in the result of the horizontal derivative filtering. However, excepting holefilled regions, numerous dark spots appear due to the plain image parts and sensor noises including shot noise, shutter noise, and so on. Thresholding should be conducted to filter those parts. We set a relatively low value (3) as a threshold empirically to lower both the false positive detection and the computational complexity of the matching between extracted edges and warping traces. Figure 4 (c) presents the result of the thresholding. It still has false positive regions. To minimize the false positive regions, various image processing are taken. Because the holes usually contain the continuous and wide area of pixels, small and discrete regions are excluded. Dilation, median filtering, and small area removal using 8-way connected component are conducted sequentially to obtain the warping traces. Then, they are regrouped using 8-way connected components for the matching with extracted edges. Figures 4(d)-(f) present the results of the above operations.
Thresholding & Refinement
Edge & Warping Trace Matching
In this step, the estimated 3D warping traces are matched to the extracted edges. If a warping trace is in close horizontal distance, which is set as 3, to a certain edge a matching is created. Only the pixels positioned in the same rows are compared for checking the horizontal distance. Before the matching procedure is conducted, the edge pixels of the warping traces are extracted to reduce the time complexity for comparing every possible pair. When a matching is created, the horizontal direction is also checked, then, the count for its direction is increased by the region size of the warping trace. After the matching, the warping traces which are not matched to the edges are removed and the given image is classified as the left-eye image or the right-eye image based on the direction counts. Figure 5(a) shows the result of the matching processes. At last, additional hole-filled region, which are irrelevant with the edges of the objects, are recovered. Those regions are created when the depth values of left-most and right-most areas of the depth image are bigger than zero. They are not related to the edges because the background is shifted. Thus, the warping traces removed by the matching process are checked if they are positioned in the side areas of the given image. Each left and right recovery region is set as a rectangle with 15% of the image width and the same height of the given image. Only the pixels are positioned in the recovery region. Figure 5(b) shows the result of additional hole-filled region recovery.
Experimental Results
In the experiments, two stereoscopic sequences from Ballet and Breakdancers are provided by Microsoft Research [10] . 8 cameras which are located in different spots captured the same scene and corresponding 8 depth sequences are provided. Each camera recorded 100 image sequences and 100 depth image sequences. The left-eye and the right-eye image sequences, which were totally 8 × 100 × 2 × 2 = 3200 images, were generated using mode selection technique [5] . To calculate the test results, ground truth hole-filled regions were checked while 3D warping and hole-filling are conducted. The proposed method and the comparison method of the reference [9] are implemented in MATLAB 2012b.
For quantitative tests, the precision for each camera is calculated. The reason why precision is used as a quantitative measure instead of recall is that it is important to reduce false positive for practical works. The precision is described as follow:
where, the relevant region means the ground truth hole-filled region. Figures 6(a) and (b) presents the averaged precision of the Ballet sequences and Figures 6(c) and (d) shows the results from the Breakdancers sequences. As shown in Figure 6 , the proposed method outperforms the reference [9] . The reference [9] showed the low precision in the sequences from Ballet because of the vertical blind in the right side of the image. On the contrary, those regions are removed by low threshold and the matching process in the proposed method.
In the LR discrimination, 234 images of total 3200 were classified into wrong directions, that is, the proposed method showed 92.69% detection ratio. The details of the detection results are described in Table 1 . The reason why breakdancer showed low detection ratio is that the object, which has a large depth value difference with other objects, has the similar color of background on the right side. It caused the miss in the edge extraction and then, the large hole-filled region was not matched to the corresponding edges.
For the precise test for distinguishing the images generated by DIBR from ordinary 2D images, 1600 center images were tested by both proposed method and reference [9] . Figure 7 presents the ROC curve for the test result. The proposed method showed good performance to detect the images from DIBR system. Our method showed better true positive ratio than that of reference [9] at the same level of false positive ratio. Figure 7 . ROC curve.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the method to detect the single image from DIBR. The images generated by DIBR have hole-filled regions which are caused by 3D warping using the depth map. Those regions are horizontally correlated and adjacent to corresponding edges. We extracted edges and horizontally correlated 3D warping traces. As a result, the hole-filled regions are estimated by matching the edges and warping traces. Experimental results showed that our proposed method performed good at both distinguishing DIBR generated images and LR discrimination by quantitative measures. For future works, various hole-filling algorithms will be tested and the further study for suppressing error rate of the source direction identification will be conducted.
